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Accelerated Reader is a program based on the fact that students become more motivated to read if

they are tested on the content of the books they have read and are rewarded for correct answers.

Students read each book, individually take the test on the computer, and receive gratification when

they score well. Schools using the Accelerated Reader program have seen a significant increase in

reading among their students.These new middle school titles are a valuable addition to any library.

--This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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Gr 5-8-These books all begin with a paragraph explaining the use of the word "extreme," followed

by discussions of the history of the sport, the equipment needed to get started, techniques, and

safety considerations. While the series title implies that these books would be most appropriate for

advanced and aggressive practitioners, they do offer information for beginners. The well-placed,

full-color photographs include many action shots that create a fluid movement of their own. All of the

titles have lists of books, magazines, videos, related Web sites, and camps and competitions. They

are more detailed and for a slightly older age group than the "Radical Sports" series (Heinemann

Library).-Rachel Fox, Port Washington Public Library, NY Copyright 2000 Cahners Business

Information, Inc.

"The boys in my library have been reading this series during their study halls and their response has



been overwhelming . . . written in a conversational tone full of helpful, interesting information. There

are plenty of other books on these subjects, but they lack the hip layout of text and photography that

first draws the readers to this collection. . . . Should be a hit in any middle school library. HIGHLY

RECOMMENDED!" --This text refers to the Paperback edition.

The book was a little bloody story because snowboarders get hurt very often.The setting of the story

was during the winter in the mountains. The main characters of the book were Sherman Poppern,

Bob Webber, and Dimitrije Milovich. My favorite character was Sherman Poppoen because she was

good at snowboarding and she did tricks too. My favorite part of the book was when it told you what

you need to snowboard. I would recommend this boook to my friends, maybe they will try it once.

However, I will tell them to read it if they are 13 years old or more because if they are younger they

will get hurt.

The book was a little bloody in its descriptions. The story was set in the snowy mountains. The main

characters in the book were Sherman Poppen, Bob Webber, and Dimitrije Milovich. My favorite

character was Sherman Poppen because she was good at snowboarding and she did tricks too. My

favorite part of the book was when they told you what you need to snowboard. I would recommend

this book to my friends maybe they will try it once. However, I will only tell them if they are 13 years

old or older because if they are younger they might get hurt.

This book doesn't really teach you how to snowboard, but it does contain some good history and

facts. Interesting to read.
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